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REGENTS HIGH SCHOOL EXAMINATION

EARTH SCIENCE
Wednesday, June 19, 1963- 1:15 to 4 :15 p.m., only

The last page of the booklet is the answer sheet, which is perforated. Fold the last page along the perfora
tion and then, slowly and carefully, tear off the answer sheet. Now fill in the heading of your answer sheet. When
you have finished the heading, you may begin the examination immediately.

Part I
Answer all questions in this part.

Directions (1-49): For each statement or question, write on the separate answer sheet the number preceding the word
or expression that, of those given, best completes the statement or answers the question. [49]

3 climatic changes
4 solar eruptions

(3) 2.7
(4) 12

3 large crystals
4 cleavage

3 basalt and obsidian
4 granite and gabbro

3 oceans
4 glaciers

3 sand
4 clay

The gray-black streak in the mineral bornite indicates
that bornite

1 is gray-black in a chunk
2 is a gray-black powder when pulverized
3 leaves a gray-black ash when burned
4 must contain carbon

2 A piece of calcite weighs 33.1 grams in the air but
appears to weigh 21.0 grams when submerged in dis
tilled water. The specific gravity of calcite is approxi
mately

(I) 0.66
(2) 1.6

3 The property of slate that makes possible its use as a
roofing material is its

1 low density
2 banding

4 The inner core of the earth is thought to be composed
of

I nickel and iron
2 lead and copper

5 The thinnest section of the earth's crust is found
beneath the

I desert regions
2 coastal plains

6 Sea levd is rising at the approximate rate of 2.5 feet
per century, mainly as a result of an increase in
1 the melting of glaciers
2 the number of rivers
3 maid}
4 ra~ve fallout

(I)

7 Geysers and hot springs are most closely associated
with recent
1 glaciation
2 vulcanism

8 Which principle is illustrated by the diagram?

Soturated EpsomSalt
Solutions

I condensation of water vapor
2 formation of a volcanic cone
3 formation of stalactites and stalagmites
4 determination of the specific gravity of a salt

9 A student partly filled a cakepan with sand in which
he buried four ice cubes. This demonstration would
best illustrate the possible origin of

1 potholes 3 sinkholes
2 cirques 4 kettleholes

10 Feldspars, hornblende and mica are physically and
chemically weathered to form

1 fine clays 3 coarse sands
2 several elements 4- solutions

11 Soils of southern United States are frequently red or
ydloW' in color because of their low content of carbon
and high content of

I iron oxides
2 organic matter

[ovo]
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.3 hydration
4 carbonation

3 high winds
4 offshore currents

3 Pluto
4 Venus

3 freezing action
4 exfoliation

(3) 3a.lll,
(4) 4 a.rn,

(3) go 0' North
(4) 23G 3lY North

12 The most effective and practical method for con
trolling sheet erosion on gently sloping cultivated
farmland is that of

1 filling the depressions of the land with rocks and
brush

2 planting trees along the borders of the tields
J plowing the land along contour levels
4 constructing farm ponds

13 A river erodes its bed principally by the mechanical
process of

1 freezing and thawing
2 grinding

14 Reduced stream velocity is caused by
1 a decrease in the steepness of the stream bed
2 a decrease in the width of the channel
3 an increase in the volume of water
4 an increase in wave action

15 Sand dunes along the shores of the Great Lakes are
built by action of

1 spring tides
2 high waves

16 How many alpine glaciers converge to produce one
glacier with only two medial moraines?

(1) 1 (3) 3
(2) 2 (4) 4

17 Most of the lakes in the United States were produced
when drainage was disrupted by

1 wind 3 rivers
2 waves 4 glaciers

18 Shorelines of eastern United States are altered princi
pally by
1 temperature changes
2 pounding action

19 After rejuvenation of an area, previously established
streams will

1 increase in velocity
2 form wide flood plains
3 flow more slowly
4 develop into fiords

20 The greatest evidence of recent volcanic activitr in
continental United States canbe studied in the vicmity
of the

1 Pacific Ranges
2 Great Lakes
3 east coast
4 Adirondack Mountains

(2)

21 .\ctive volcanoes are usually associated with

1 glaciared areas l young mountains
.: dissected plateans 4 peneplanes

')", \"hidl physiogoraphic province rnak..s up the greater
part of ~ew York State ~

I Appalachian Plateau
.: Laurentian Lplands
J Atlantic Coastal Plaill
·1 New England

2.3 Which physiographic province is noted lor lis block
mountains and alluvial fans?

1 the older Appalachians
2 New England
.3 the Lau rentian Uplands
4 the Basin and Range

2+ \Vhich statement concerning the lee Age is true?

1 The ice sheets extended south to the Tennessee
and Arkansas Ri verso

2 The ice sheets advanced and retreated over large
areas of Canada, northern United States and
northern Europe.

.3 The ice sheets covered most of the United States.
4 The ice sheets glaciated only the northern and

central parts of New York State.

25 Which planet is netJer visible from the earth at mid
night?

1 Uranus
2 Neptune

26 Marine chronometers are used in determining

I salinity 3 standard tittle belts
2 longitude 4 the depth of the sea

27 On August 21, the direct rays of the sun strike the
earth at a latitude of about

( I) 16° 0' South
(2) 8 G 30' South

28 When it is 4 p.m. at 75' 0' West. the time at 7S' 0'
East is

(1) 5 a.m,
(2) 2 a.m.

29 Polaris may be found by locating the pointer stars of
the constellation

I Orion 3 Ursa Major
2 Cassiopeia 4- Ursa Minor
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· .
30 If three identical l00-watt light bulbs were placed at

distances of 5 feet, 50 feet and 500 feet, respectively,
from an observer, each would seem to have a different
brightness. Applied to stars, this concept is called

I density 3 volume
2 magnitude 4 twinkling

40 Which is most likelv to occur within 24 hours after
the passage of the center of a well-developed cyclone?

1 falling temperatures and cloudy skies
2 falling temperatures and clearing skies
3 rising temperatures and cloudy skies
4 rising temperatures and clearing skies

31 Evidence indicates that charged particles from the
sun are the direct cause of

I meteors 3 comets
2 auroras 4 asteroids

41 Which is the main cause of ocean currents?

I sea breezes
2 land breezes
3 passage of high pressure centers
4 planetary winds

3 isotherm
4 isobar

(3) 66° 3(J S
(4) 46° 0' N

45 Stratus clouds are characteristic of

1 the approach of a cold front
2 the approach of a warm front
3 cPk air masses
4 the doldrums

46 The heaviest precipitation occurs on the

1 eastern slopes of the Rockies
2 eastern slopes of the Ozarks
3 western slopes of the Appalachians
4 western slopes of the Cascades

3 New York
4 Wisconsin

masses have an immediate43 Tropical continental air
effect on the weather in

1 Arizona
2 Hawaii

42 At a given level within an air mass, which pair of
characteristics is most likely to be uniformly dis
tributed ?

I temperature and pressure
2 temperature and humidity
3 wind velocity and pressure
4 wind velocity and humidity

48 The high re-entry temperatures encountered by space
capsules are caused by

1 ions of the ionosphere
2 direct solar radiation
3 friction with air molecules
4 firing of the retrorockets

44 Very abrupt changes in weather take place when an
area is affected by the

1 conversion of a land breeze into a sea breeze
2 conversion of a valley breeze into a mountain breeze
3 passage of a cold front
4 passage of a warm front

47 Some satellites are equipped with solar cells. These
solar cells
1 convert light energy to electrical energy
2 record the intensity of magnetic storms
3 provide the propulsion to keep the satellite in orbit
4 photograph cloud formations

35 A line connecting places of equal pressure is called
an

1 isogonic line
2 isopleth

33 At noon on June 23 along the 75° West meridian, the
intensity of insolation at the earth's surface will be
greatest at approximately

(1) 0° (j
(2) 23° 3(J N

32 The greatest mass of the atmosphere is found in the

I ionosphere 3 troposphere
2 exosphere 4 stratosphere

39 S..tro.ng rising air currents are essential to the rorma
tionof

3 sleet
4 stratnsclouds

34 A reading of 29.00 inches on a mercury barometer
indicates a pressure of approximately

(1) 965 mb. (3) 999 mb.
(2) 982 mb, (4) 1,007 mb.

36 Cooling the air without changing the water vapor
content will

1 increase the relative humidity
2 increase the absolute humidity
3 decrease the relative humidity
4 decrease the absolute humidity

37 Heavy early morning dew is most likely to be the
result of

1 clear skies and calm winds
2 clear skies and strong winds
3 cloudy skies and strong winds
4 cloudy skies and calm winds

38 Fogs formed by moist air blowing over great icebergs
are most likely to be found off the coast of

1 Newfoundland 3 England
2 California 4 Japan

(3) [ova.)
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49 In orbiting the earth, a satellite traveled 83,450 miles
in 4j hours. What was its approximate average
orbital velocity in miles per hour?
( l) 111,5f)O 20,500
(2) 18,500 25,500

Directions 5+-tJO): \ \"rite the word or expression
that, when inserted in the blank, will best complete the
statement, [7]

54 The property of a mineral described by such terms:
as ·...itreous, resinous and gra],sy is known as ....

55 A planet smaller than the earth hut with more natural
satellites is named ....

56 Polaris, Vega, the Sun and Kruger·60 are all stars
that belong to a system of stars known as the ....

57 Photographs of circumpolar stars, 111.;1<le with a time
exposure, showed star trails having arcs of 60 degrees.
The film had most likely been exposed for a total of
... hours.

30 226
7!11 <\:~2\19 ';659 :rhe current ground visibility in miles

IS ••••

(iO The instrument used to determine the
measurement .46 is called a (an) ....

Answer questions S8--60 by referring to the station
model at the right.

S8 Three hours ago the barometric pres-
sure was ... mb.

51 In the United States, a plateau resulting from fault
ing and uplift is the Colorado Plateau.

52 A gentle slope and a wide base are characteristic of
a(an) oozing volcano.

53 The group of objects, of which Ceres is the largest,
that are orbiting the sun between Mars and Jupiter
are called meteorites.

50 Excessive heat and pressure during faulting may con
vert sedimentary rocks in the fault zone to igneo:tS
rocks.

Directions (50-53): In some of the following state
ments the italicized term makes the statement incorrect.
For each incorrect statement, write the term that must be
substituted for the italicized term to make the statement
correct, For each correct statement, write the word
true. [4J

[4]
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Part II
This part consists of six groups, each containing ten questions. Choose four of these six groups. Be sure that you answer

all questions in each group chosen. Write the answers to these questions on the separate answer sheet.

Group 1

Directions (61-65): The numbered diagrams below
represent mineral specimens. Write the number of the
specimen which is best described by each statement
below. [5]

Directions (6<5-70): Column A lists properties of some
of the rocks in column B. For each property in column A
write the number preceding the name of the rock in
column fj which is best described by that property. [5 j

Column B

( 1) obsidian
(2) anthracite
(3) pumice
(4) quartzite
(5) shale
(6) gabbro
(7) granite
(8) marble

67 Mainly compacted clay

68 Coarse-textured, composed of
feldspar, pyroxene, hornblende
and olivine

69 Black, conchoidal fracture, 80-90
percent carbon content

70 Foamy, composed of silky glass
fibers, specific gravity less than
one

Column A

66 Crystalline, massive, vigorous acid
reaction

4 Red

2 Colorless

3 Colorless
to white

o

5 Stock 6 Gray

61 This mineral has only one perfect cleavage.

62 This mineral has a hardness of seven.

63 This mineral has a high specific gravity and is an
ore of lead.

64 This fonn of the mineral has the property of double
refractiOtl.

6S This mineral is composed of sodium and chlorine.

(5) [ova]
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Group 2
Directions 71-80): The topographic map below is a reproduction of part of a FS. Geological Survey Quadrangle

representing an area in New York State. Referring to the map, write the number preceding the word or expression that,
of those given, best completes each statement. [10]

1o 2
I I

Scale of Miles

3 a water gap
4- a gully

71 The steepest area on the map is

1 north of Chittenango
2 east of Mycenae
3 northwest of Bolivar Road School
4- west of the swamp

72 TIle highest possible e1eVllLtion of hill J is

(1) 519 ft. (2) 529 ft. (3) 539 ft. (4) 559 ft.

73 The number of square miles represented by this map
i$ closest to

(1) 5.0 (2) 2.0 (3) 3.0 (4) 4.0

74 The gradient of stream K from the contour line
nearest its source to the 450-foot contour line,
expressed in feet per mile, is approximately

(1) 25 (2) 50 (3) 100 (4) 150

75 Stream L, between the BoliVllLr Road Scbeol and
Chittenango, Bows

1 eastward 3 northW1il.rd
2~ 4 southW1ii.rd

(6)

76 On a U.S. Geological Survey topographic map the
symbols for the power transmission line would be
printed in

1 brown 2 black 3 green 4 red

77 The feature indicated from the arrow southward to
the cemetery is shown as
I a lava flow
2 an esker

78 The elevations of the two adjacent contour lines
above and below the contour line representil1( the
depression at Mare 560 and 550 feet, respectively.
The elevation of the depression contour line 15

(1) 540 ft. (2) 550 ft. (3) 560 ft. (4) 570 ft.

79 The Bolivar Road School could not be visible to a
person at position

(1) H (2) F (3) E (4) D

80 The profile view below represents a section on the
map from points

(1) A to B
(2) C to D
(3) E to F
(4) G to H
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3 silicon
4 lead

Group 3

Directions (81-90): Mountains, plains and plateaus
are landforms which pass through three stages of develop
ment. For each characteristic of these three landforms,
write the number preceding the stage of development,
chosen from the list beloui, which best applies to that char
acteristic. [A number may be used more than once.] [IOj

92 Organic materials have been dated by the use of radio
active

I uranium
2 carbon

93 An unconformity is most closely related to the process
of

94 Index fossils were

1 mainly mammals
2 spread over a small area and existed for a long time
3 spread over a large area and existed for a long time
4 spread over a large area and existed for only a short

time

Stages of Development

(I) youth
(2) maturity
(3) old age

Landform: Mountain
81 Vigorously flowing mountain streams

Xl Solitary rock masses known as monadnocks

I peneplanation
2 vulcanism

3 glaciation
4 faulting

3 a brontosaurus
4 a saber-toothed tiger

8.3 Jagged peaks high above snowline

~dform: Plain
84 Poor drainage with many lakes and swamps

85 Thick residual soil

86 Rolling topography eroded by many tributaries

Landform: Plateau
87 Relatively few isolated buttes and mesas separated by

broad valleys

88 Severely dissected region with mountainlike appear
ance

89 Region almost at base level

90 Interstream areas generally broad and fiat

95 A fossil common in the Paleozoic rocks of New York
State is

1 Eohippus
2 a trilobite

96 A sill is

1 older than the rocks both directly above and directly
below its position

2 older than the rock directly below but younger than
the rock directly above its position

3 younger than the rock directly below but older than
the rock directly above its position

4 younger than either the rock directly above or the
rock directly below its position

97 Graphite deposits indicate that very simple life forms
probably first occurred during the

1 Archeozoic era 3 Mesozoic era
2 Paleozoic era 4 Cenozoic era

98 The oldest rocks exposed
found in the

1 Palisades
2 Catskills

in New York State are

3 Long Island Region
4 Adirondacks

Group 4

Directions (91-100): Write the number preceding the
word or expression that, of those given, best completes
each statement relating to the earth's geological
history. [10]

91 The age of the earth is most accurately determined by
the
1 thickness of sedimentary strata
2 salinity of the oceans
3 study of fossils
... radioactivity of ancient rocks

99 An economic mineral which has been obtained from
wells located in the central and western parts of New
York State was deposited during one of the early
periods of the Paleozoic era. This mineral is known as

I magnetite 3 halite
2 garnet 4 sphalerite

100 The Finger Lakes were formed during the

1 Archeozoic era 3 Paleozoic era
2 Cenozoic era 4 Proterozoic era

[ovo}
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Part II
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Group 5

Directions 101-110): The diagram below represents
a current conception of the landscape on the moon with
the earth shown in the background. For each statement
or question, write the number preceding the word or
expression that, of those given, best completes the state-
ment or answers the question. [lOj

• Polaris

101 Which deposit found on the earth is most likely to
be found also on the moon?

1 moraines 3 alluvial fans
2 talus 4 loess

102 Which is the most probable cause of the lunar feature
indated at A ?
1 moonquakes .3 wind
2 faulting 4 meteor collisions

103 Which statement concerning the moon and the earth
is true?
1 The moon's period of rotation is shorter than the

earth's.
2 The force of gravity on the moon is less than the

force of gravity 00 the earth.
3 During any given month the temperature range 00

the moon 15 smaller than the temperature range 00
the earth.

4- The number of meteors stn"king the surface of the
moon is smaller than the number of meteors striking
the surface of the earth.

(8]

1W \Vhich is greater on the moon than on the earth?

1 range of ocean tides
2 rate of erosion
3 weight of an average man
4 period of continuous daylight

105 The letter X represents an area in space about ]00
miles from the moon. As viewed from the moon
what is the most probable color of this space? •

I black 3 red
2 blue 4- white

106 At this time on the earth at R, Sand T, all the tides
can best be described as

1 neap 3 indirect
2 spring 4- fall

107 What is the time of day at S?
(1) 6 a.m. (3) 6 p.m,
(2) 12 noon (4) 12 midnight

108 If a spacecraft launched from the moon were travel
ing at an average velocity of 24,000 m.p.h., it would
reach the earth in approximately

(1) 10 hours (3) 15 days
(2) 47 hours (4) 20 days

109 As viewed from the earth, what is the phase of the
moon?

1 new 3 first g,uarter
2 full 4- old gtbbous

110 With respect to the diagram, which statement is true?

1 No eclipse could occur.
2 A lunar eclipse miKht occur.
3 A partial solar eclipse might occur.
4 Only an annular type of eclipse could occur.
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Group 6

Directions (111-120): The map below represents the
approximate weather conditions for a portion of the United
States at 8 p.m. in September. Referring to the map,
write the word or expression which best completes fad:
statement. [10]

IIG Within recent years, the paths of storms such as the
one centered at X have been located and tracked by
the use of the complex instrument, ....

117 In the Northern Hemisphere. the direction of winds
about the storm center at X is usually described
as ....

JI8 The reading of the isobar closest to the storm center
at X is ... millibars.

119 The pressure gradient of the storm centered at X IS

greatest at number ....

120 If the center of the air mass at X moves northward
at the rate of 40 miles per hour, the center will be
located over New York City at ... p.m. the next day.
l Indicate the time to the nearest hour.]

o 200
Miles

400

111 At New Orleans the wind direction is from the ••••

112 The pressure at Boston is '" millibars.

113 The type of front developing at Z is a (an) .•• front.

114 The type of storm centered at X, associated with the
autumn seasotl, is known as a (an) ..•.

115 The most likely previous position of the storm~
is indicated by number ••..

[9}
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